Product details

- Traversing unit for continuous ink Jet print heads
- Compatible with all printers on the market
- Unmatched speed
Weber weMARK 3000: fastest traversing unit for continuous ink jet print heads.

The x/y movement unit weMARK 3000, integrated in the wePACK 7000, is the fastest traversing unit for continuous ink jet print heads on the market and can be used for all conventional ink jet printers for printing on the top film. The weMARK comes with a standard "no product, no print" function in order to reduce running costs. In case the print head has to be replaced, weMARK also permits bi-directional printing. Food processing companies thus benefit by reducing process-related waiting times and a maximizing output.

The display of the printer control panel can be mirrored on the Weber HMI for ergonomic operation without long walking distances, and allowing operation and print management from a single display.
Weber means: service across the board.

**Weber Academy.**

Maximize line performance through professional training courses.

At the Weber Headquarter in Breidenbach, Germany, we have our own training center, the Weber Academy. Being a provider of complete line solutions, we offer training courses for your Weber Line, tailored precisely to your needs. In doing so, our focus is always on increasing efficiency and optimizing profit in your company.

**Weber Guardian.**

A safe plan for your production.

Only those who listen can understand. And those who understand can act. With our Weber Guardian program, we harmonize people, machines, and processes to get the most out of production. From preventive maintenance and inspection through targeted personnel development to production support and optimization.

**Weber Portal.**

Networked thinking, handling together.

You will find everything about your Weber equipment bundled in your personal Weber Portal. Compact, individual and interactive. From your customer profile and that of your machines to e-learning on your setup as well as convenient spare parts ordering and service offers. Are you already registered?

---

We are looking forward to your message.

Weber Inc. U.S. Sales
Simon.Langhorn@weberweb.com
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